
                                                               NUFURN GLADIATOR & WIMBLEDON CHAIRS                                          SOME COMPETITORS
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The Ultimate Strength: The only Steel 

Reinforced Resin Folding Chair.  The 

original Folding Americana resin chair 

on the market. Proprietary technology 

only availbale from Nufurn

Beware of Imitations!: Resin 

folding chairs without steel 

reinforcements will bend and 

break - effecting OH&S practices.
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Highest Commercial Rating: 

Heavy Duty commercial - rated at 

227kgs!! Rated and approved 

Internationally by BIFMA 5.1 & by 

AFRDI AS/NZS 4688:2000 - Level 4 

General Commercial.

No Rating: Some chairs have no 

rating at all or are only rated for 

domestic use.
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100% Pure Polypropylene: Solid 

colour and consistently high 

grade, exceptional quality. Same 

quality each time you buy!! 

Nufurn manufactures 

independently.

Cheaper, Low Grade Resin: 

Inconsistency between various other 

folding chair products: different quality 

& colour-everytime!! Chairs are sold 

through resellers - products are 

marked up in price and re-sold to end 

user.
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Accurate Componentry: All 

bolts are metal into metal for 

extra strength, stability and 

durability. 

Incorrect Componentry: 

Standard folding resin chairs 

screw metal parts into plastic - 

much easier to break and rust.
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Maintenance Friendly: Interchangable 

seat pads and high grade resin for the 

Gladiator & WimbledonTM chairs 

means quicker cleaning, saving labour 

and money.

More difficult to clean & maintain: 

Cheap imitations and timber folding 

chairs require ongoing maintenance 

and attention. Takes time, costs 

money.
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Brilliant White to Last: 

Guaranteed UV stabilization for 

total sun protection.

Deterioration of Resin: Cheaper, Low 

quality chairs will fade, turn yellow 

and begin to crack.
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10 Year Warranty: We stand by our 

product - Guaranteed! A 10 year 

warranty you can trust and rely on 

from the leaders in event furniture. 

Minimal Warranty: Some chairs are 

only rated for domestic or light 

commercial use and offer minimal 

warranty.
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Satisfies OH&S Requirements:  Look 

after your staff. Trolley specifically 

designed to move Nufurn Gladiator & 

WimbledonTM chairs with ease (35 

chairs at once!!).  Interlocking design 

for better stacking ability and storage.    

Injury:  Manual lifting of heavy stacks of 

chairs can cause serious back injury. 

Without steel reinforements, there is no 

guarantee the folding chair will not break. 

Do not settle for a cheaper alternative.

8 THINGS TO CONSIDER BEFORE PURCHASING RESIN FOLDING 

EVENT CHAIRS

For more info on the Nufurn BarrelTM chair & other 

innovative products, please visit www.nufurn.com.au
Freecall 1800 650 019

Your only choice should be the 
Nufurn GladiatorTM & WimbledonTM 

Chairs 


